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Title word cross-reference

#2945 [Tho94]. #3506 [Köl97e]. #8373 [BW96].

(0; 1) [MM95]. (2; 1) [BPv94]. (2; 3) [Sel99]. (4; 2)
[Sel99]. (6; 1) [Sel99]. (div) [AFW97]. (i; 1) [Cos91].
(Mod2) [BBG91]. (t = 3; 5) [KM91]. (t = 3; 1) [Sel99].
(2; 2) [Sel99]. (3; 1; 1) [AFW97]. (i; 1) [Cos91].

#125 [Cop90, CS99, Kva90, Lan96, YR92, Zag93].
1.778 ⋯ [WW97]. 10 [Sou94]. 10000 [Sho99]. 1010
[MM91]. 101000000 [SW94]. 1012 [Jae90]. 1014
[Bre97]. 1015 [Pin93a]. 1020 [Sao98]. 106 [HC98].
125 000 [EM91]. 150 000 [EM91]. 16 [San92]. 19
[CMS92a, DD93]. 1k + ⋯ + (x − 1)k = xk [MTU94].
2 [BH94b, BC98, Che94b, Göt94, HS92, KS93a, Lab98, LS94, Lou95, Pea96, Sch93c, SW90, vW99].
22 [KS93a]. 25 [Dui94]. 26 [Dui96b]. 27 [CMM92b].
23 [Fin90]. 2 · 3 · 5 · ⋯ · p + 1 [Cal95]. 2 × 1
[Dui94, Dui96b]. 3

[CHW99, Coh98, Dui96a, Dur99, His94, vv93b]. 3x + 1 [AL95a, AL95b, Oli99]. 4 [RI96]. 43 [ESA94].
471, 600, 000 [KW90]. 49 [CD98]. 4 · 1011 [Sin93]. 5
[Go91b, VZ95, Wag96a]. 6 [Boy96b, Wag96a]. 7
[Wag96a]. 8 [LJ96a, Sou94]. 84 [GGM98]. 9
[Fuj93, Tak94]. [−1; 1] [Pin99]. 3F2 [LGRA94].
a0−1 ≡ 1 (mod p2) [Mon93]. abc [BB94c]. B
[BM92, Li94b]. B2 [Lin98, Zha93b, Zha94]. β ≥ 32
[Fis90]. β ≥ 48 [Fis90]. mod2 [BBG90]. modp
[Rob93]. BV(Ω) [Coc91]. C1 [CH96, CH90b]. C2
[FT91]. C∞ [LM96a, LM96b, d [EL96].
D > −106 [FW90b, FW94]. d1 [Sid95]. d3/dx3
[GW99]. d2 [GL89a]. E6 [Gec93]. e [FMOS98].
F2 = [MV93a, F0 [Wil93], G(2) [Phi95a], g(k)
[DD90, SW92]. G2(q) [HS92]. Γ [BF92]. Γ(2)
[Phi95a]. Γ2(2; 4; 8) [vv93b]. GF(2) [KM91, Cop94].
GL(3, Z) [AM92]. h [HST98]. h+ [Jak98]. H0
[H95]. 3M22 [LS94]. h · 2k + 1 [Bos93a, Bos93b].
hp [S96a, Sur97]. K
[Tak94, CLT93a, CLT93b, Tez94, Tra95].
k(ln k + ln ln k − 1) [Dus99]. K3 [CS96a]. kth
th [Dus99]. k ≥ 2 [Dus99]. L [AT99, EM92c, SW99],
[Fik98, Köl95, Lam96, Lam97]. Accelerated [AKL98, Mühl97]. Acceleration [Van94, Götz94, LP95]. Accuracy [Van97, GS95, MS97b, SII92]. Accurate [Ber90, Eck93, Eck95, HHHM94a, HHHM94b, Mac97, Noc96, Sun95, Zho97]. acoustic [BS94b].


Addendum [LLMP95, MPR95]. addition [AS93a, AS93b]. additional [CMV92]. additive [Bre96b, HST98, Ste96b]. Adelaida [Shi96]. ADI [LM94b]. Adic [BSW90, EM92c, EM94, FS95, SSW99, Xu94a, EM92a]. adjoint [EG90].

adjustable [Bai94c]. admit [GM96]. advanced [Kin99a, Loz98a]. Advances [BV99, War96].


Gec93, Hig94, Rud98, Bos98, Ste99c, Wat98]. Algebraic [Gal92, Jus90, LT91b, Zag93, Ben96, BC98, Dref98, FJP97, Fia96, Fuji93, Gra98, GL98b, KSS98, Kve90, LT91a, Mat97, Mon94b, RR94, Sch93a, Sch91, Sch96a, Tak94, Vas92].

Algebra [Den90, HW90, San92]. Algorithm [HMW90, HTS90, LZ92, Ada95, AD93, Bai94a, BD92a, Be97, CFS95, CGT97a, CGT97b, Cop94, DDD91]. Adic [BSW90, EM92c, EM94, FS95, SSW99, Xu94a, EM92a]. adjoining [EG90].

adjustable [Bai94c]. admit [GM96]. advanced [Kin99a, Loz98a]. Advances [BV99, War96].


constructive [BBG98]. contact
[Cop99, Gau91b, Mac97]. continuation [Car94].
Continued [LS93a, Lor94, Shi95]. Continuity
[Coc91, BC97]. Continuous
[KBT97, VZ95, Bai94c, Ber94, CY92, FP96, MO93,
OZ91, Sh98, WBL94, YC93]. continuous-time
[WBL94]. Contractivity [Len91a].
Contractivity-preserving [Len91a]. Control
[Aue96, GHS91, HR94, Nie96b]. controlled
[DR98b]. controls [GHS91]. Convexion
[Ric90, EJ93, GS97, LNS93, MM93a, MSS97, XZ99].
Convection-Diffusion
[Ric90, EJ93, GS97, LNS93, MM93a, MSS97, XZ99].
converge [HL94]. Convergence
[AG92a, BPWX91a, BPWX91b, Bre99a, CMP98,
CH98, Cha99, CL93, CL97a, CL90, CT92a, CT92b,
CL91c, CMO90, CMM90, FG91c, GS91, Gla92,
HWC99, JSH90, LT99, Lu98, Mar92, MM95, Mor99,
Nes96, NW98, Sid95, Sur90, Via91, Wal92, Wan99,
BBN99, BD92a, BT94a, BT94b, BS99, BR94,
CH99, CFS95, Cha97, CQS98, Cho97, CMV92,
DMT93, Dol99, F992, GL96, Hon99, Hum92, Lab98,
LP95, Li94b, Mar90, Mel97, NW95, NW96, OR92,
Rab91, RS96a, Su93, Van94, Ye91, DH99b].
converted
[BS90b, Che94a, CGT97a, CGT97b, Gau91a,
Gau91b, Lew94, OS91, Sid95, SS96c, Van94].
Converting [Ziv95]. convex
[Tod96, Dem95, LW97]. Convolution
[Ca92, EL91, LO93, Pes96]. convolutions [Ste95].
Coombes [Sha96]. Cooper [An95r].
coordinates [Hal96]. Coppersmith [Kal95].
Coprime [HMW90]. Corliss [Ste98b]. Cornelius
[Isa96c]. Corner [Bre99b]. corrected
[CL91c, HMY94a, HMY94b]. correction
[BPX91a, BCMR95, Hu98, Yin98]. Corrigenda
[An92, BW96, CH90a, Mor90]. Corrigendum
[An96, BO94, GC93, JMS97, Woz97a]. Cosets
[Mai91, Pow97]. Cosine [Dub92, ST91].
Cosine-Series [Dub92]. count [LW96a].
counterexample [Spi94]. Counterexamples
[Xu91]. Counting [MVZ93, GN92]. coupled
[Nes96]. Coupling [BDM90, BW97, Li99].
Courant [Bre96a]. course
[Isa96a, Isa96b, Kin99b, Sch96a]. Covering
[DJ91, His94]. covers [MW94b]. covolume
[Chi97, CV99, NW98]. Cox [Kli96]. Crandall
[FP95]. Crank [Hun92]. crimes [BF93a]. criteria
[Bos93a, Bos93b]. Criterion
[JS92, Cik94, Cop90, DS95, Joe93]. critical
[Ke96, Tol97]. crossings [KS93a, KS93b]. Cross
[Cai96]. cryptographical [Gv98]. crystalline
[KL96, LL98]. cubature [CS96b, LC94, Xu92].
cube [SW98]. Cubes [Vas91, BR99]. cubic
[Bel97, Cla96, DST97, FT91, Fu93, FW90b, FW94,
GS93, Oli92]. Cullen [Kn95, Kel95].
Cunningham [For99]. Curtis [HST93].
curvature [Pao97]. curve [AM93b, Cre95, Sem98a,
SW93, Sny91, Te90, vW99]. curved
[BK94, Ly94]. Curves [Bar96, EdT90, AT99,
AM93a, AM93b, BB93, Che96b, CW94, CS99,
DH94, FR94, GLW99, iHT99, Kie99, MV93,
Mey96, iN97, Ros95a, Ros95b, Ruc99, SV98, Si90,
Si99a, Tra95, War98, Was91, van99, Beu96].
cusp
[CW94, vH93]. cusped [CH99]. Cuspidal
[AM92, Kno93]. cycle [BF93, Vas92]. Cycles
[MM91, MM93b]. Cyclic
[DJ91, Phe90a, Phe90b, Acc96, AM94, Ga96,
GP97, Gir93a, Gir93b, GS93, Lou95, Was91].
cyclically [EG90, EG91]. Cyclotomic
[EM91, EM92b, Fuk96, Bre93, BCM93, Jak98, Ste94b].
Cyclotomy [Laz93].

d D [Ach99, An92, Gau96, Köl97e, Köl97d, Durr99,
BH94b, Cre94b, Kre91, Mon94a]. D.
[Cai96, Che96c, Coo98, Wah97a]. DAEs [Zha98a].
Daniel [Wis97]. Dario [Hig96]. data
[BL95, DS93, EL92a, EL92b, FK93, JSW99, LST96, Sch99].
David [Isa96c, Gau96, Ste99c]. Davies [War98].
Davis [SW95b]. Davy [Loz97]. Děák [N.93].
debate [Raj94]. Deb Nath [Tem97]. Decay
[LW97]. Deciphering [TC94]. decomposable
[Sma95]. Decomposing [CD97]. decomposition
[AV99, BPWX91b, BPWX91c, CE96, CMW95,
D99, DD92, G93, HP92, LS95, LT99, MB96,
Ste96b, Swa93a]. Dedekind [Coh96, Tol97].
Defect [CMR95]. deficient [LW91]. defined
[van99]. Definite [Hun91, Leh92a, MN90, CMP98,
Hig98, Kap95, Leh92b, NW94, R96b, Ser97b].
Deformations [vK95]. degeneracies [BG99].
Degenerate [KX91, LP92, NW95, Zha95b].
Degree
[DY90, KM91, Abe94, Acc96, AS91a, BBG98, Boy96b, Boy96c, Bra93, CS96b, Cre95, DO95, DH90, Fuji93, Gra98, Jak98, Roe99, Sel99, Sou94, Tak94].

degrees [CJT97, Gir93a, Gir93b, HM98, Lou95].

del [Ura96b, Ura96a].

delay [Bru94, CG90b].

delhi [War96].

delta [Laz93].

demmel [Ano95q, Cai96, Wat98].

dense [Pan90].

densest [Cha92].

density [AL95a, AL95b, BN97, BS96b, FW90a, HB92].

dependent [Ric90, BB99a, Du98, EL95, GP99].

depth [HH99b].

derivation [vBv92].

derivative [Zha98b].

dervatives [CG90a].

descriptions [Ano95-27, Ano95-28, Ano95-29, Ano97, Col97, Hol97, Mat97, Shu97, Ste97a, Ste97b, Van97, Wah97b, Wri97].

design [Bar96].

designing [Mey96].

designs [GT93].

desingularization [Hou92].

detecting [Ber98].

detection [GM92b, BGJ99, Pea96].

determinant [LZ92, FG91a, Hel97].

determination [Lou95, Yam94].
determine [Coh93].

determining [Sma99].

deterministic [HMW90, AN92, Cot91].

development [Bra94, Ste94a].

developments [Gol94b].
device [CT92a, CT92b, CT94, Hol96, Zhu92].
develle [Kea98].
dew [Loz97].
dft [Nie96c].
diagonal [vSC92].
diameters [Gra98].
diaz [Res97].

difference [ELR90, Wad90, AD91, CG95a, CG95b, CL97a, Che91, CL91c, DDD91, FMO98, GASS91, Gol94a, Ht94, HT95, KT90, Li94, MW94a, SA94, Sil90, Sun95, TT95, Wu95].
differences [Mor89, Mor90, Odl93].
different [L'E99a, LSW94].
differentiable [Wal91].
differential [Sha96, WT90, Ale91, Auz98, By99, BS99, Bra96b, BI93, BC98, CG90b, CT92w, Coo98, CHT96, DCNZ96, HM97, Hu98, KL97, KI97, Kin99b, Kva90, LTW98, Lin94, Lu98, Mac94b, Mak94, Mat97, Nie94, OR92, RR94, Ren90, Sch91, SV90, Ste94a, Tem94a, Wah97a, Zha93a].
differential-algebraic [Kva90, Mat97, RR94, Sch91].
differentiation [AH99, EB99, Ste98b].
diffusion [EJ93, JSH90, Ric90, Ric92, Che94b, Che97, CT92a, CT92b, CT94, CG93, FK91, GS97, LSS99, LM99, LT99, LNS93, MM93a, MSS97, Pes96, SS96c, WL99, XZ99, Zho97].
digital [AMN90, Nie96b].
dihedral [May92a, May92b].
dikshit [War96].
dimension [Buh95, CH90a, CLT94, GL92].
dimensional [GM92c, S92, Ach99, BLS94, BCM92, BL94, BV92, CLT93a, CLT93b, Lab98, LSW94, Mad90, Sun95, Tsz94, Yin98].
dimensionality [AH99].
dimensions [NP91b, Bai94, Cha94b, Chi95, CL91c, GS91, NW98, NP91a, OS91].
diminishing [GS98].
diophantine [BD98, CJ97a, HBLT93, KTS97, Lan96, Le90, SDW99, Sty93].
dirac [Sei99].
direct [Han90].
direction [BF93b].
directional [Neu94].
dirichlet [BL95, BK94, Kei96].
discontinuities [LM94b].
discontinuity [ZZ97].
discontinuous [Ric92, Bai94c, CHS90, Eki96, KM98, LT98, TB97].
discrepancies [TF93].
discrepancy [NS90, EHN92, EHN94a, GT93, He96, He98, Nie90, WW97].
discrete [CF94, Dem95, Du98, RAG91, AD93, BL95, BLP97, Dem90, DH99a, DH99b, Fas97, FR94, LL99, LX93, LW96b, LW97, MST99, Nie96c, Pa97, PST98, Rie99, Sem98b, Sem98a, ST91, TG94, Tsz90, Zha93a].
discretization [BB99b, CFS95, GASS91].
discretizations [AD91, Osw96, Ver94, Ver98, WBL94, WH99].
discretized [B193, CR92].
discriminant [BFP93, Fuj93, FW90b, FW94, Sei99, Str92b].
discriminants [May92a, DO95, HW90, May92b].
dispersive [ELR90].
displacement [CL91a, GKO95].
dissections [Jep96].
dissipative [CJT97, Hag91].
distance [Dem95].
distances [BH97].
distributed [Auc96, GHS91].
distribution [CL97b, Ede92, EH97, HM98, Bai94b, CLT93a, CLT93b, GP91, GC93, Per92, Tsz94].
divergence [Lor94].
divergent [Sid95].
dividing [Gra95].
divisibility [MT94, EM97b, FR94, GN92, Jak98].
division [McK94, Smi96].
divisor [Cus93, FR94, Ian99, Rie99].
divisors [Coh90, Coh97a, Sch93a, Vou95].
dixon [LGRA94].
domain [CEL96, LS95, AV99, BPWX91b, BPV98, CMW95, DDD91, DD92, LT99, MB96, Sh93, Sw93a].
domains [BK94, Bra95, Coh96, FK91, HMM94a, HMM94b, Hal96, Mad90, Wan91, Yin98].

Donald
equations

\[ \text{equidistributed} \quad [\text{L'E96, L'E99b}] \]  
\[ \text{equidistribution} \quad [\text{EHL97}] \]  
\[ \text{equivalence} \quad [\text{JM92, JMS95, JMS97}] \]  
\[ \text{Equivalent} \quad [\text{Wei97}] \]  
\[ \text{Eratosthenes} \quad [\text{CG90b}] \]  
\[ \text{Erdelyi} \quad [\text{Kol97h, Kol97c}] \]  
\[ \text{Erdos} \quad [\text{BL90, Coh98, LSW97, Zha93c}] \]  
\[ \text{ERH} \quad [\text{Rum93b, Rum93a}] \]  
\[ \text{Eric} \quad [\text{Wag98}] \]  
\[ \text{Errata} \quad [\text{Coo98}] \]  
\[ \text{Erratum} \quad [\text{Tho94, Woz97b, Fik98}] \]  
\[ \text{errors} \quad [\text{vS96}] \]  
\[ \text{Escott} \quad [\text{Mal97}] \]  
\[ \text{Essentially} \quad [\text{Ber98}] \]  
\[ \text{Estep} \quad [\text{Coo98}] \]  
\[ \text{estimate} \quad [\text{Car97a, Car97b, Cha94b, CCF94, Leb94, Pao97, TT95}] \]  
\[ \text{Estimates} \quad [\text{BX91, ELS93, NPV91b, Al 94, BLSW96, BL95, BS94b, BS99, BP99, BFW91a, BPWX91b, BP93, CS95, Car96, CT94, CG96b, CG97, CL91b, CLT94, DLP93, Die94, DN90, Dur99, EL91, EL92a, EL92b, Fan98, FP90, Gas93, GT94, HJ95, JSW99, Kny97, LP92, LST96, Mit90, NPV91a, Noe95, Noe96, SW95a, SW96, Sch98a, She96, Tad93, Tra95, Ver94, Ver98, WL99}] \]  
\[ \text{Estimating} \quad [\text{CJT97}] \]  
\[ \text{estimation} \quad [\text{Aue96, By99, Rum96}] \]  
\[ \text{estimators} \quad [\text{DDP95, WH99}] \]  
\[ \text{Euclid} \quad [\text{Te98}] \]  
\[ \text{Euclidean} \quad [\text{Cl9a, GS93, RS96b}] \]  
\[ \text{Euler} \quad [\text{Dil92b, Bre94d, Dil92a, Kr91, SW94, Yin98}] \]  
\[ \text{Euvarard} \quad [\text{Ano95t}] \]  
\[ \text{evaluating} \quad [\text{SV90}] \]  
\[ \text{Evaluation} \quad [\text{CG90a, Sem98a, Tak94, BD92b, Car98, Ch95, Cra98, LG97, LO94, MC94, Mon94a, Rab90b, Sem98b, W96}] \]  
\[ \text{Even} \quad [\text{Hon91}] \]  
\[ \text{Errata} \quad [\text{Bai94a, By99, Cal92, CT94, CPS92, DDP95, Die94, DS91, Dur99, Ehr94, EL92a, EL92b, It91, JSW99, Leb94, Lec96, LP92, LST96, Mit90, NPV91b, Sch98a, She96, Tad93, Tra95, Ver94, Ver98, WL99}] \]  
\[ \text{Erratum} \quad [\text{Tho94, Woz97b, Fik98}] \]  
\[ \text{Error} \quad [\text{BX91, ELS93, NPV91b, Al 94, BLSW96, BL95, BS94b, BS99, BP99, BFW91a, BPWX91b, BP93, CS95, Car96, CT94, CG96b, CG97, CL91b, CLT94, DLP93, Die94, DN90, Dur99, EL91, EL92a, EL92b, Fan98, FP90, Gas93, GT94, HJ95, JSW99, Kny97, LP92, LST96, Mit90, NPV91a, Noe95, Noe96, SW95a, SW96, Sch98a, She96, Tad93, Tra95, Ver94, Ver98, WL99}] \]  
\[ \text{Examples} \quad [\text{van99}] \]  
\[ \text{exceeds} \quad [\text{HC98, Ian99}] \]  
\[ \text{Exceptional} \quad [\text{BN92, NS98}] \]  
\[ \text{excursion} \quad [\text{Oli99}] \]  
\[ \text{Exhaustive} \quad [\text{Bac90, BS94a, BS96a, Bos93a, Bos93b, DD92, DM99, EHI94, GH92a, GH92b, OS92, ACM98, GF97, GM96, JZ92, OZ91, VZ95}] \]  
\[ \text{Explicit} \quad [\text{Bai94a, By99, Cal92, CT94, CPS92, DDP95, Die94, DS91, Dur99, Ehr94, EL92a, EL92b, It91, JSW99, Leb94, Lec96, LP92, LM90, Mit90, NPV91b, Ste90, Ste91, AI 94, AM94, Bra93, Cal91, CS95, Car96, Car97a, Car97b, Cha94b, CCF94, CG96b, CG97, CL91b, DLP93, DM99, DN90, EL91, Fan98, Gas93, GT94, HJ95, Hic98, HL94, LST96, Nie96b, Nio92, NPV91a, Noc95, Nio96, Pa97, Sch96, SW96, Sch98a, She96, Tad93, TT95, Ver94, Ver98, WL99, Wei94, WH99, Ziv95, Ziv99a, de 69, ELV91}] \]  
\[ \text{Explicit/implicit} \quad [\text{DD92}] \]  
\[ \text{Exponential} \quad [\text{KM91, WW97}] \]  
\[ \text{Extensions} \quad [\text{CMO90, BS96c, CMV92, GL96, HST93}] \]  
\[ \text{Extending} \quad [\text{KW90}] \]  
\[ \text{Extension} \quad [\text{GH97, Apo93, Cik94, FS95, HT94, LLS96, MS90, Sch93a}] \]  
\[ \text{Extensions} \quad [\text{Del92a, Bun97, DP96, JKN91, Lou92}] \]  
\[ \text{exterior} \quad [\text{HHM94a, HHM94b, LO94, McL94, Mon94a, Rab90b, Sem98b, W96}] \]  
\[ \text{extrapolation} \quad [\text{Lyn94, Sid95, Wan91, XZ96}] \]  
\[ \text{extrema} \quad [\text{LL99}] \]  
\[ \text{extremal} \quad [\text{Che96c}] \]  
\[ \text{F} \quad [\text{Kol97e, Kol97d, Shi96, Wah97a}] \]  
\[ \text{Fac} \quad [\text{Mal97}] \]  
\[ \text{factored} \quad [\text{Wil93}] \]  
\[ \text{Factoring} \quad [\text{LM94a, Nie94, Roe99, SW98, Wan90, WS94, KS98, McK99, MS90, SW93, Val91}] \]
Factorization [Bre99c, Del92a, AM93b, Göt94, LLMP93, LLMP95, NG95, Shp93, Sli97, Wag96b].

factorizations [BTW90, CV95a, HP92, Wag96c].

Factorizing [Hig98].

Factors [BR98, BR05, BR11, Car92, DK95, BN97, Bre99b, Bre93, CD99, FG91a, Gos95, HS97b, You98].

fails [HB92].

fair [Mey96].

Families [GM92a, Ada95, Goe98, Noe96, Pet91, Zha98b].

family [GP97, MPR96, NS98, PP96, Van94, Was91].

Farin [Che96b].

Fast [CB93, Cra98, GKO95, Nie96b, PST98, SV98, IX96, Bel97, EG99, Lab98, LM99, MP96, ST91, Str92a, Val91, WLI99, Cal91].

Faster [Jha95, Lin98].

Faulhaber [Knu93].

Feigenbaum [Bri91].

FEM [BBW97, Li99].

FEM/BEM [BBW97].

Fermat [BR98, BR05, LLMP95, BR11, Bre99c, Cop90, CDNY95, DS95, DK95, EM97b, Gos95, LLMP93, Mck99, RB94, You98].

Festschrift [Ell96].

FFT [HTS90, MS90].

FFTs [LF93].

Fibonacci [Bre94c, DK99, Mus93, TF93].

field [GLW99, Lou92, Pom94, Ste94b, Str92b].

Fields [Den90, Dia91a, Dia91b, HM92a, Len91b, MW92b, Sho90, Sho92, Sol92, Acc96, AK99, AD93, Bel97, BMO90, BG99b, BFP93, BPv94, BS96c, Be99, Cla96, CDO99, CW94, CS99, DO95, DST97, FJP97, Fu93, FK96, Fuk96, FWO9b, FW94, Gaa96, Ge94, Gir93a, Gir93b, GS93, HM98, Han96, HM92b, Iya95, JM92, JMS95, JMS97, Jak98, KS98, Kid99, Lou92, Lou95, Lou97, MM97, Mo93, MW94b, MM94b, MM94c, MST99, Nie94, NG95, NS98, Oli92, OS97, PR99, Pil90, P99, PW98, Pow97, Sch93a, Sch96b, Sch98b, SPD94, Se99, Sem98b, Sho99, Shp93, Srl98, Tk94, Tay96, Te98, Wan90, Wan97, Was91, Yam94, VR95].

Fifth [Fik98, Lam96, Lam97, PP96].

fifth-order [PP96].

Fifty [Bre96a].

Figures [AM90].

filtering [CL91a].

Finding [AM93b, Len91b, Lin98, Sho90, Zha94, FBA99, Pil90, tr94].

Finite [AD91, B094, BLO93, BB99a, BS94, BDR98, BDM90, Bre96a, CGJ95a, CGJ95b, CT92, Coo91, Cop99, Dub92, HM92a, HR94, JSH90, Len91b, MM93a, Mak93, Ns91b, Pes96, Rie90, SZ90, Sho90, Sho92, Sur90, Wad90, Zha92, AD93, ACM98, AI 94, Arr97b, AB97, BR90, BL95, BS92a, BF93a, BG94, BK94, BS92b, Bv96b, Bre96c, BS96c, BJ97, Car97b, Cha94b, Che94b, Che91, CL91a, CH90b, CHS90, CT92a, CT92b, CT94, CCF94, CL91b, CL91c, CMW95, CLT94, DDP95, DDD91, DM99, Do99, DL92, Dur99, Eck95, EL92a, EL92b, EL95, EJ93, Fal91, FO94, FMOS98, FK93, FP96, GASS91, Gir95, Go91a, GHS91, GMP91, GS97, HM98, Han96, HM92b, Hip99, HWC99, HGG98, Iya95, KS98, KM98, KS92, KLL96, LSS99, Le94, LL98, Lin98, Liu94].

finite [MW94a, MP95, MM94b, MM94c, MS97, Mül97, NRS95, Nie94, NG95, NP91a, Noe96, OS91, OS97, Pil90, RS96a, RVW96, SW95a, Sch98a, Sch96b, SS94, SS96a, Sem98b, Shp93, Sou94, Ste90, Ste97b, SO91, Sii92, SBS95, Sur97, Sut98, Te98, Ver98, Wal92, Wan90, Wan97, Wan91, WH99, XZ99, Zha95, Zha95a, Zha95b, Zha95b, Zha98b, ZF93, Zho97, Ziv99b, Ver94].

Finn [Gil98].

First [BDM90, Yan90, AS91b, Car96, Car97a].

First-kind [BDM90, Yan90, AS91b, Car96, Car97a].

First-order [BS99, Wal92].

fits [Bai94c].

Fiume [Loz96].

five [DD93].

Flannery [Loz98c].

flow [BF93a, BBW97, MP96].

flows [CIZ97, CH98, HR94].

fluid [BD98, HR94, RS96a].

fluid-solid [BD98].

fluid-structure [RS96a].

Flux [CG97, CL91c].

Flux-splitting [CG97].

Form [BL90, Cos91, Coh96, CK95, MPR96, Oli98, Sma95].

Forms [Hum91, Leh92a, Sko92, Bea97, BX91b, CLR97, CW94, EK97, HB92, Ish95, Kap95, Leh92b, Leh97, LJ96b, Lk93].

Formula [AW97, DLD90, FO93, GASS91, GF97, GR95, Neu94, RS94, de 96].

Formulae [BN90, RS90, Ben98a, CS96b, Ehr94, EG99, GN96, Not92, Wei97, Xu94b].

Formulas [vSv92, CMM90, GM96, Haa93, Lam96, MM94a, Peh90a, Peh93, VV93a, Xu94c].

formulation [SS91].

formulations [EST90].

Fornberg [Shu97].

Fortan [Loz98c].

Fortran [Loz98c].

forward-backward [AL91].

Foufoua [SS96b].

Foufoua-Georgiou [SS96b].

four [BCEM93, CD97, Ekl96, GS93].

Fourier [Cal91, HA93b, LG93b, Nie96c, CB93, DGPR92, Eck95, HA93a, LG93a, Mas98, ST91].

Fourier-cosine [ST91].

Fourier-sine [ST91].

fourth [BCM92].

fourth-order [BCM92].

FPGA [BB94b].

fractional [HR93, OR92].

fractions
frames [RS98]. framework [CV95a, CV99, MS97b]. Françoise [Ste97b].
Frank [Qua97]. Fraysse [Ste97b]. Frederico [Ste99a]. Fredholm [HM93, Hu98, XK94, Lin94].
free [AB97, GN97, HS97b, SS91, Ye94].
free-boundary [SS91]. freedom [CTJ97].
frequency [AV99, Ste96a]. Friedman [Isa96a, Kö97e, Köl97d]. Friedrichs [BL94, Che91]. Frobenius [Pil90]. Front [Shy94].
full [Bre99a, LT99]. fully [BL95, Kva90, Zha93a].
Function [Den90, Ke92, Al93, Al97b, BD92b, BF92, Car98, CHT96, CSV94, Cus93, Dem95, Dom96, Fly98, GLW99, GS95, GN92, LSW97, MM97, MST99, PR99, SW92, SW94, Shi96, Wah97b, Wan99, Wei94, XZ97, Ziv99a]. functional [Lar97, Tho94, dB98]. Functions [Ber90, BBG90, EM92a, Kö90, MN90, RS90, Tem92, AT99, Alz97a, Bai94c, Ben98a, Ber94, BR94, CM94a, CY92, CK99, DLV94, Dim96, Eck93, Eck95, Eck98, EM92c, EM94, FS92, FO93, FK91, GS90, GN96, GLW99, GF97, GM96, Grö99, GR95, LSW94, Lou92, LQ94, Mac93, MST96, MM94a, MM95, MS98, Mü97, NW94, OW97, Peh93, RS94, RS96b, Rum96, Sch99, Sch97, SZ90, Str92a, Tol97, Wal91, WG92, Wen99, Win98, YC93, YZ97, ZZ97, SSW99, Kö97c, Loz98b]. Fundamental [Hig96, BBG93, SSW99].

G [Bra96a, Fal96, Ke95, Kö90, Kö97c, Köl97b, Tem98, Wah97b]. G. [Che96c, Kin99a, Ser97a].
Galerkin [Am97b, AL91, BO94, BS99, CHS90, DD92, DMT93, FSSC90, GANT99, GM92c, HST98, JS94, KM98, LTW98, Ric92, SW96, She94, Tem91, Tra95, WL99, Wen99, ZSA9a, ZF93].
Galois [CM94a, Cla96, MM97]. Gamma [Tem92, Alz93, Alz99a, Alz97b]. Gander [Ste96a].
Gaunt [IX96]. Gauss [Ehr94, Fv999, Gv998, GM96, KX94, Lw99, Not92, Peh90b, ZH90].
Gauss-type [KX94]. Gaussian [EG99, FP90, For94, Gau91a, GKO95, GZ93, Lau96, Peh93, Sch7, Xu92]. Gausschi [Len97, Ste99b, Ell96].

Gegenbauer [GS95]. General [ZH90, CQS98, CV99, CG96b, CGT97a, CGT97b, Fv999, Fly98, LG93a, LG93b, MS97b, Hag91].
generalised [LS98]. generalization [LS91a].
Generalizations [LGRA94]. Generalized [Dil92a, Dil92b, Dub93, HTS90, LL99, Mns93, NW94, Rab90a, RB94, BR98, BR05, BR11, Bre94c, CG95a, CGJ95b, Cho97, DK95, EH94b, Far94, Hic98, Hor97, Kha99, Sid95, Wal91]. generated [BH94a, JKN91, Kuf96]. generating [BH93, CY92, FG91b, LH98, Peh90a, TB97, YC93].

Generation [Val91, Bai94b, CM96, Emm96, Nie95]. generator [KWy96a, KWy96b, TW92].
Generators [Fis90, N.93, Wan97, CL94, CL96, CL97b, Dea90, GV95, LT91c, L’E96, L’E99a, L’E99b, WC93].

geometrical [Che96a]. geometries [Lee99].
group [Che96b]. Germain [Dub96, LI99]. GFSR [TF93, Tez94]. Gibbs [Ge97, GS95]. Gilbert [Gau96].
Ginzburg [Du98]. given [BBBP98, Bra93]. Glen [Wal98b].
Global [CQS98, Den90, Kea98, Sch98a]. globally [CGT97a, CGT97b, OS91].
GMRES [XC92].
going [Ada95]. Goldbach [DGN93, Sa98, Sin93].
Good [DS91, HMIN93, CM94b, L’E99a, DSS91].

Gordon [Kö97, Köl97f]. graded [Noc95].
gradienf [Wri97]. gradient-related [Wri97].

Grahten [Köl95, Lam97].
Gradshetyn [Fik98, Lam96].
Graduate [Kin99a].

Greater [Du99].
Green [Ad95].
Greene [S06].

Greenbaum [Car96, Shi99].
Greenberg [FK96, Fuk96].

Greg [Loz98a].
Grid [Yan97, LSEG91, TV93].
grids [Ad97, BLS94, CG97, EL91, GASS91, LS95, Noe96, Sch98a].

Grienwank [Ste98b]. group [CMS92b, CMS92a, FR94, Gol91b, His94, Mas98, Rüc99, San92, Sch93c, Sch93b, Sem98a, Tes98].

Groups [Sol92, BR90, BC94, BP94, BT97, BUT94, CM94a, CD98, CB93, CM94b, CDO98].
[DN90]. inf-sup [DN90]. Infinitary [Coh90].


inhomogeneous [HT95, Lev92]. Initial [Ste94a, AD91, CDL97, DS93, GT91, Hon99, Hun92, Hun98b, LS91b, Mat97, Wu95, Zhu92].

initial-boundary [GT91, Hun92, Hun98b, Wu95, Zhu92].

initial-Neumann [Hon99]. initial-boundary [GT91, Hun92, Hun98b, Wu95, Zhu92].

initial-value [Mat97].

inner [BLP97]. input [MS98, Shi95]. Integer [Coh90, Jus90, LSK91, Bai96, BE96, CF94, FBA99, HS97a, Val91]. Integers [HMW90, BGN93, CD97, CD99, De95, EL96, Fla96, Gra98, HP99, HS97b, MTU94, Wag94, WS94].

Integral [Pea96, Ste97a, Tem97, Yan90, AC90, AS91b, Bru94, Car96, Car97a, CH98, Coh97a, CR92, CMM90, DP96, Dre94, EL93, Fly98, Ga96, GP97, HM93, JKN91, KK94, Kha99, Köl97h, Lin94, Mak94, Mon94a, MS98, Néd94, Pal96, PP93, SV98, SH98, SW99, Sou94, XZ94, XZ96].

Integrals [Car92, Köl97a, Köl97b, Köl97f, Rab90a, Bai90, Car91, Chi95, Die94, Fik98, GT94, GL98a, HT91, KK94, Köl95, Köl97e, Köl97f, Lam96, Lam97, Rab90b, Rab91, VC94, Wei94, XZ94].

Integrand [Cro93, Rab90b]. Integration [Dim96, LSK91, NS90, De90, EB99, Gol91a, GT93, Hab93, HMON93, LT94a, LSW94, Léc96, LR94, MM94a, MM95, Nie92a, Nie92b, Pal96, Se99, SW97, Kea97].

Integrators [BC98]. Integrals [WT90, CTW92, Hu98, LTW98, Mak94, Zha93a].

Integro-Differential [WT90, CTW92, Hu98, LTW98, Mak94, Zha93a].

Integro [WT90, CTW92, Hu98, LTW98, Mak94, Zha93a].

Interpolation [CMX99, FT91]. Interpolation [Bra95, CSW92, CMO90, HTS90, Hu98, MN90, dR92, Ber94, BC97, CD96, CMV92, EM97a, FN95, GL96, JSW99, MS97b, NW94, PT92, PT94, Qua96b, SX95, Sch99, SZ90, VV93a, Xu92, de96].
[AV99]. **Low-rank** [Huc95]. **Lower** [EHN92, Nie90, BCT91, EH94a]. **Loyce** [Wri97]. **Lucas** [GC93, Arn97a, DK99, GP91, Mus93, Vou95]. **Luigia** [Che96d]. **Luis** [Fal96]. **lumped** [EG99].

M [Che96c, Ell96, Fal96, Fik98, Kin97, Köl95, Lam96, Lam97, Loz97, Nie96a, Rud98, Wim98]. M. [Bre96a, Kim97, Kö197e, Kö197d]. **MA** [Fik98, Lam96, Lam97]. **Maass** [HA93b, HA93a]. **MAC** [NW96]. **machine** [Loz97]. **magnetic** [Zhu92]. **magnetohydrodynamics** [GMP91].

**Magnus** [Kol97c, Kol97h]. **Mahler** [Fla96, Mos98, RS95, Td91]. maintaining [Kli96].

**Mangasarian** [Noc96]. **manifolds** [CHW99, GANT99]. **Manin** [Ura96b, Ura96a]. **manifolds** [Che96a, Shu96, Bre96c, Leh93, Wim98].

**Mathematica** [Sha96]. **Mathematical** [Che96a, Shu96, Bre96c, Leh93, Wim98].


**Mathon** [CMM92a]. **MATLAB** [Ste96a].

**Matrices** [Pan90, BS90a, CMP98, CY92, GKO95, Gr989, Hig98, Mac94a, Oli98, Til97, YC93].

**Matrix** [Sch92, BL96, Buo90, EM95, GL99, Hig96, LLS96, LS91a, Li94a, NW94, Nie95, Sou94, Swa93b].

**matrix-valued** [NW94]. matters [Pin99].

**maximal** [Gra95, Nie99]. **Maximally** [L'986, L'989b]. **Maximum** [KP94, Oli99, Zen95, SW95a]. **Maximum-angle** [Zen95]. **maximum-norm** [SW95a]. **Maxwell** [AV99, BB99b, NW98]. **Mayers** [Wah97a].


McKean [BT97]. **McKenney** [Cai96]. **Mean** [It91, Ad97, Coh97a]. **measure** [Fl96, Mos98, RS95]. **media** [CL91a]. **Mediants** [Bos90]. medium [WL99]. **Méhauté** [Bar96].

**Meissel** [DR96]. **Melas** [vSV92]. **memory** [LST96, NY97, TW94]. **merit** [AM990].

**Mersenne** [CW91, KM91]. **meshes** [BCMR95, Car96, FMOS98, LJ96a, Neu94, Noc95, Sli92, TB97, Zha90a, Zha90b, Zha95b]. **Meshless** [Wen99]. **metallic** [Lev92]. **Method** [BBG91, CPS92, DGPR92, DS91, KX91, NPV91b, Ric90, Ric92, Yau90, Abr95, AY94, Ale91, AL95a, AN92, Arn94, ABZ95, AM93b, AL91, BS92a, By99, BW97, BTT94a, BTT94b, BS99, BT97, BPP96, BK94, BS98, Bre90, Bre94a, Bre94b, VP99, BR94, CHL99, CDL97, Car97b, CH98, Cha94b, CGJ95a, CGJ95b, Che94b, CQS98, Cho97, CHS90, CT92a, CT92b, CT94, CL99, CHT96, CV95b, DR96, DM99, Dol99, Eck98, ED97, EL92a, EL92b, Emm96, FSSC90, FP96, GANT99, Gue95, GS97, GL98b, HS94, Han90, HT94, HST98, HR93, HWC99, HGK98, HS95b, Hun98a, Iya95, KM98, Kh99, Lab98, LT9W9, Lé91, Lev92, LP95, Liu94, Lu98, Mac94a, MP96, MK99, MP95, Mit90, Mor96, MSS97, Nie95, NPV91a, NR95, OS91, Sch98a, SW92, SS96a]. **method** [Shi96, Sho98, SV90, Ste99a, Ste96b, SS96c, Sur97, Tei98, Tem91, Tra95, Vv96, Wan99, Wo924, Wo97b, XC92, XZ96, Yin94, Yin98, ZZ97, ZF93, Zho97, DOS91, tR94, Bun97, Nie96a].

**Methods** [BDM90, GM92c, Hon92, JSH90, LM90, Mar92, Mas94, OS92, SZ92, Sur90, WT90, ASS93, Ach99, AC98, AC95, AB97, AC90, Auz98, BS94, BF93b, BG94, BPWX91b, Bra94, BS92b, Bre96a, Bre96b, Bre99a, Bre99b, Bru94, CS95, CMP98, CEL96, CO98, CL91a, CCF94, CG96b, CG97, Col97, Co991, CRV92, DZV94, De90, DMT93, DL92, DS93, EL93, EL93, EG90, EG91, Ehm97, EJ93, Fal91, FO94, Fal96, FMOS98, Fas97, Gal92, Gol91a, GP99, HDJ94, Hal96, HS95a, Hol96, Hon99, Hun92, JZ92, KS94, Ke97, KS92, Kva90, LT94a, Len91a, LR90, LM94b, Li94b, LT94b, LG93a, LG93b, LO93, Mak94, MS93, Mar90, Med97, Mel98, Mon94a, MS98, Mor99, Mus93, OR92, OZ91, Ren90, SW95a, SW96, Sch91, Ser99, She94, She96, Shy94, Sil99b].

**methods** [Ste90, Su93, Sli92, TT94, Th97, Tem94a, TC94, TV93, VZ95, Wag96b, Wan91, Wen99, Zha90a, Zha90b, Zha95b, Wah98a, Arn97b, ...


Nu-Configurations [BG92b, BG92c]. Number [De92a, Dia91a, Dia91b, Ede92, Fis90, MW92b, N.93, Wah97b, Acc96, AK99, Bre99c, BG99b, BE99, Cjt97, CL96, CL97b, CDNY95, CS99, De90, DO95, Dui96a, FJP97, Fu93, Ga96, Ge94, HC98, HS97b, Ian99, Ish95, Iya95, JM92, Jak98, Jha95, KWT96a, KWT96b, Kid99, LT91c, LT94a, LMP93, LMP95, Lou95, Nie96b, NS98, Odl94, Per92, Pom94, SH98, SW92, Sch93a, Sch96a, SPD94, Slep99, Sho99, Ste98a, Ste94b, Str92b, Sut98, Tak94, Wag96a, Wag98, WC93, Yam94, Ziv99b]. Number-theoretic [Wal97b, LT94a, SW92]. Numbers [BL90, BSW90, Coh97a, Fla91, Jae90, Jus90, Rob93, Spi90, AMN90, Arn95, BN97, BR98, BR95, BR11, Boy96a, Boy96b, Boy96c, BCT91, CD97, CG95, Coh98, Drek98, DK95, EH91, EHN92, EH93, EHN94, EH94b, EH94e, EHN97, EHN97b, Ecc93, Gir93a, Gir93b, Gos95, HGN98, JKN91, JMS95, JMS97, LN96, Lou92, Lou97, Mon94b, Nie90, Pin93a, RB94, SSW99, Srp98, Wag96c, Wag96b, Zag93]. Numerica [Kea98, Th97e, Fal98]. Numerical [Ach99, AN92, Auz98, BG99, C1997, Car98, CHP97, Ch95, Col97, CN95a, CN95b, DD93, Is96b, Kar97, KSS98, LT98, LT91a, LT91b, LM99, LS98, LO94, Loz98c, Mat97, Mc94, Rab90b, Rum93a, Rum93b, Sie99, Ste99b, Ste99c, Tem94b, Wagh97a, WT90, AH99, Ad97, ABZ95, AS91b, BS92a, BS94b, BF93a, BD92b, BBP96, Bra96a, CHL99, Cha97, CG96b, CG97, CR92, CV95b, DDD91, DVZ94, EB99, Eck98, FN90, Fas97, GT94, Go94a, Gol91a, GT93, Hab93, Hig94, Kin99a, Kin99b, Kok96, LT94a, LSW94, LS91b, LC94, Mak94, MST96, Mon94a, NW95, Nie92a, Nie92b, Ser97a, Shn96, SV90, Ste97a, TW94, Van97, WBL94, Wat98]. numerics [DH99a, Kin97]. Numerik [Fro97]. NURB [Coh96b].

Operational [EL93, EL91]. operator [Arn94, DS99, EDK97, Gir95, HS94, LS98, Tra95, XZ97].

Operators [Wad90, BLP94, CLT94, Lin94, MS93, MW94a].
Optimal [CL91b, Dol99, OW97, Ser97b, Zha90a, Zha90b, Zha95b, AV99, Bai94c, Bra93, CHL99, CH96, FG96, GV95, GHS91, HR94, KM90, Pao97, Pen97, TB97, Woz94, Woz97b]. Optimal-order [CL91b, Zha90a, Zha95b, CH96]. optimality [NRW95]. optimally [CD96].

Optimization [Dav96, BLG95, CTT97a, CTT97b, Gol94b, NY97, Ben98b, Kea98].
Orbits [CL96, Dre98]. Order [MO93, OZ91, Phe90b, Sur90, AC95, BCM92, BS99, BLP94, BLP97, CD98, CL93, CEL96, CH96, CMS92b, CMS92a, CM92b, CL91b, Du94, Du96b, Eck98, FSSC90, Fly98, GS91, Gra95, Gur90, HJ95, HT94, HT95, KM90, KP94, JLB96, MPR95, Mel97, Mel98, MES98, MP95, MS98, Mül97, Noc93, Phe90a, Powell97, RS96a, San92, She93, She96, SA94, Smy91, SV90, Sun95, SW98, VZ95, Wal92, Yan95, Zha90a, Zha90b, Zha95b].

Orders [Den90, BB94a, Ga96, GV95, GvP98, KL97, OR92].

ordinary [Ale91, BB94a, Gaa96, GV95, GvP98, KL97, Kin97, Ste94a].
Oriented [DH91]. origin [MM95]. O'Rourke [Ano95c]. Orthogonal [BF93b, Rob94, FG91b, FP97, Gal92, Phe90a, Xu94c]. orthogonalization [Yin94]. Ortiz [Bun97]. oriented [MM95]. O'Rourke [Ano95c].

oscillating [HWC99]. Ostrochov [Cai96]. overlapping [BPV98, LT99]. Owe [Elm96]. owner [Nie96c].

P [Köl97a, Köl97b, Köl97f, LöZ98c, Mea96, War96, Wri96]. P.
[Bra96, Bre96a, Coo98, Köl97e, Köl97d]. packing [Cha92]. pair [For97]. Pairs [Cos91, Cht98, CSV94, MM93b, PP96, r949]. Pan [Hig96]. pantograph [BI93].
Parabolic [LS93, ACM98, BF93b, CTW92, CL90, DD92, Fk93, Gol94a, GP99, GS97, LT9W, LP92, LO93, LO95, TW94, Ver98, Zha93a]. Parallel [BPX90, BPX91a, Gau96, CMP98, Hol97, Hou96a, Hou96b, Kal95, Lo97, Lo98c, Oli98, Swa93b, vC92].
Parameter [DGPR92, Au96]. parameterized [Ray94]. parameters [HMN93]. parametric [GP97, MS97b]. parametrization [Cre95]. Paris [Ste99a]. Parity [BBG90, JSM95, JSM97, Ste94b].
Part [BBG90, HDJ94, NPV91a, NPV91b, SW95a, CG96b, CG97, MM98, Sh98a]. Partial [Fis90, By99, Bra96b, DCNZ96, GKO95, GS95, Kin97, Kui95, Lu98, OR92, Ren90, Ten94a, Wah97a, Zha93a]. particle [AN92, BTT94a, BTT94b, BT97, Cot91].


permutation [But94]. Perrin [Arn91]. perturbation [Hig94, LT94b, Shi96].

erperturbations [BL96, Bu90, Li94a, LW97].

erperturbed [BS99, Ols95a, Ols95b, Ols95c]. Perturbing [BS99, OS91, Pao97, SO91, SS96c].
Perturb [MPV98]. Peter [Ias96b, Loz97].
Pezzo [Ual96b, Ual96a]. Phase [NPV91b, NPV91a].

picturesque [Apo93]. piecewise [Bai94c, BPV99, Dem95, GW96, GS95, HJ95, LSEG91, Nii92, Th97, TB97, YC93].

Pére [Bar96]. Pierre-Jean [Bar96]. Pisot [Bo96a].
pivoting [GK95, PJV94]. Plana [DLD90].
planar [BS92b, Bre94a, Bre94b, Du96a]. plane [LH98, MST96, Te90, vK95].

planes [CD98, EH91]. plastic [NRS95]. plate [D192, DL92, DNL99, GS93, Gau91b, GH97, Mac97, SS94, SBS95]. plateau [DH99b, DH99a, Tsu90].

plates [BS98]. Plemons [Ia96a]. Pli [Qua96a].
Pouffe [Bai96]. Polst [An95x].
Poincaré [XZ97]. point [To96, BCM95, CHL99, FMS98].
Points [DS91, BBN99, BGJ99, BB93, Dem96, Fla96, MVZ93, RR94, Sen98a, Si99a, Sut98, Zha98b].

Pointwise [CMV92, Noc95, Sch98a, DN90].

Poisson [Arn94, Yin94, Zha98b]. Poisson-like [Yin94].

Polar [Bai94b, Hal96]. Polygonal [Yin94].

Poisson [Arn94, Yin94, Zha98b], Poisson-like [Yin94].

Polar [Bai94b, Hal96]. Polygonal [Yin94].

Polyharmonic [Dim96]. Polyhedra [DH90]. Polyhedral [Dui96a, HS95b]. Polylogarithmic [BBP97].

Polynomial [Bos98, Dar91, EM95, Hig96, KS93a, KS93b, MM94a, Vas91, dR92, Tod96, BPV99, DM98, FT91, GW96, HS95b, LW91, LW93, Mii97, PST98, Shp93, ST91, Xu92, de96].

Polynomials [CG90a, GHO92a, HM92a, DN90, CM95, EM97a, Hig96, Kap95, Leh92b, Liu94, Peh92, TF93, TB97, Wan90, Wan97, WC93, Xu94a, Xu94c, Ziv94a, Ziv94b].

Polytope [Law91]. Polytopes [LH98].


Positive [Hum91, Leh92a, MN90, Buf90, CMP98, CY92, Coh97a, Fla96, Hig98, Kap95, Leh92b, Liu94, LST96, NW94, Peh90a, RS96b, Ser97b, Xu94b].

positive-type [LST96]. Positivity [HST93].

Posse [For94]. posteriori [CS95, Car96, Car97a, Car97b, DR98b, Nii92, Noc95, Ver94, Ver98, WH99].

postprocessing [GANT99]. potential [BS94b, Car98]. Power [BBBP98, GF97, Kei92, BF92, CG96a, EHN92, EH94, Ga96, Lev98, Lou95, LJ96b, Pin99, WG92].

powerful [Coh98]. powers [Ber98, Ekl96, Ekl98, Knu93, Pin99]. Pozo [Ano95q]. practical [Bea97, Che96b, Sha97, SW93].

practice [Rud98]. practitioner [Kil96]. Prathap [Ano95].

Praise [SS96b]. Precise [Bri91, SH95]. precision [Smi96, Ste97b]. preconditioned [XC92].

Preconditioner [AV99, Osw99, Ste96b, ST96]. Preconditioners [BPX90, Osw96, BPX91a, Bre96b, CY92, Mar93, RW93, RVW96, Ser97b, Vas92, YC93].

Preconditioning [AFW97, XZ97]. prescribed [Pao97, PP93].

preserving [FT91, Gl92, Len91a]. Press [Fik98, Kol95, Lam96, Lam97, Lox98c].

prewavelets [Buh95]. Primal [Tod98].
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**Tree** [AL95a]. **Tree-search** [AL95a]. **Trefethen**
[Ste99]. **trends** [Néd94]. **trianles** [LC94, RI96].
**Triangular** [LJ96a, A97, Zen95]. **triangularly**
[Sma95]. **Tricomi** [Kö97c, Kö97h]. **tridiagonal**
[AM94, Oli98, Sla93b]. **Trigonometric**
[Qua96b, CS96b, CK95, Fas97, McL94, RAG91].
**Triples** [Phe90b, YR92, BBG98, CMS92b, CMM92a, CMM92b, MPR95, Phe90a]. **triples**
[EHN97]. **tripllets** [Wag95]. **trivariate** [Dr94].
**Trotter** [IK98]. **truncated** [Eck93, Eck95]. **tuples**
[LH98]. **Turán** [CG96a, GM96]. **Turyvt**
[ESA94, KKS90]. **Twenty** [PMT95, CDNY95].
**twenty-second** [CDNY95]. **Twenty-two**
[PMT95]. **Twin** [PSZ90, Bre97, For97, IJ96, IJ99].
**Two**
[Bre96b, Car92, Fla96, Hab93, Mar92, MW92b, NPY91b, Ren90, Sko95, Ada95, Bai94c, BCM92, BL94, BV92, BCMMR95, EHN92, EHN94, FMOS98, GLW99, GL99, HTH99, JZ92, LT91c, LM94a, NPV91a, OS91, PNT95, Ros95a, SA94, Str92b, Sty93, SO91, Sun95, Via91, Wal99, Yin98, van99].
**two-dimensional**
[BCM92, BL94, BV92, Sun95, Yin98]. **Two-level**
[Bre96b]. **Two-Phase** [NPV91b, NPV91a].
**two-point** [BCM95, FMOS98, SO91, Via91].
**Two-step** [Ren90, JZ92]. **two-variable** [Sty93].
**Twofold** [YR92]. **Type**
[BN90, RS90, DVZ94, EST90, EG99, För94, FG91c, Gec93, Grö99, Kha99, LST96, Ni92, Not92, RS94, Tem94b, Zen95, Zha93a, KX94, Kui95, Sch91].
**Überhuber** [Fro97]. **ULP** [Ziv99a].
**Ultraconvergence** [Zha96]. **ultraspherical**
[FP90]. **unbounded** [FK91, Hai96, Yin90].
**Unconditional** [Hum92]. **unconstrained** [Go94b].
**unconventional** [KL97]. **Unicity** [GW96].
**unified** [LG97]. **Uniform**
REFERENCES

[BPWX91a, Bre99a, BG96, HR93, Shi95]. Witt [JMS97, JM92, JMS95]. Wolfgang [Kel95, Ste97a]. work [Leh93]. world [Isa96a]. WR [DVZ94]. WR-type [DVZ94]. Wright [Tod98]. wrong [HL94].

Xu [de 96].

years [Bre96a]. Yokoi [Zha95a]. York [Köl97e, Köl97f, Köl97g, Köl97h]. Yu [Köl97f, Nie96b]. Yu. [Köl97a, Köl97b, Köl97g]. Yurii [Tod96]. Yves [Kea98].

Z. [Cai96]. Zahar [Ell96]. Zakharov [CGJ95b, CGJ95a, Gla92]. Zaremba [Cus93]. zero [BF92, CT92a, CT92b, CT94]. Zeros [EM92a, It91, SSW99, Tho94, Tol97, Ben98a, Che94a, CSV94, EM92c, EM94, FS92, FO93, GR95, HB92, Ish95, Kei96, Ku96, RS95, SV90, Spi94, Che96c]. Zeta [Den90, GLW99, Cra98, CK99, Tol97]. Zhang [Loz98b]. Zippel [Ano95s]. Zwillinge [Ano95c].
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